that one can apply to the underdrainage situation. It is almost the same theory used again, the sand slits 10" deep 5/8" wide are emptied of water at intervals by connecting with tile or plastic drains, or by being connected with, in the case of a green, a total blanket of clinker or ashes which would be 9 or 10 inches below the surface. Calculations must ensure that the height to which the water rises in the sand slit while the water is passing through to the drain, does not get more than 2 or 3 inches from the base of it. The way in which we calculate the entry of water through a sand slit is to assume that all the in-between soil has zero permeability, like tarmac. That is, all the water must go through the sand which it does, by removing a foot, or even less than a foot naturally to the sand which is a permanent indestructible passage for the water, unlike spiking and other methods of aeration. There are tables to help with different sands of varying permeability, which are measured in the laboratory, and for different climatic situations like a heavy rainfall area or a light rainfall area. The tables indicate what spacing is required between the sand slits to achieve water removal at the rate we want. There is a different theory for the conditions where you have a total blanket of ashes underneath, as opposed to only having them at intervals, between the places where the water can drain through. Most sands are not graded by Zone 2 or Zone 4 for this purpose, but are measured for hydraulic conductivity or permeability. We are then able to cope with any situation with sand slits 1, 2 or 4 feet apart almost regardless of sand type, although we naturally prefer the better ones.

Where you have the situation where water has to move laterally along the sand, then one has to be fairly careful and we will only allow the use of sand of a better permeability on a fairway or green, because of the need to remove water laterally. Drought resistance by some golf courses is exceptionally good. We have seen some of it this year. Water can move upwards and that is one reason for not in some cases, putting a full ash blanket in what you might think to be a badly drained zone, simply because in fact, it prevents water moving upwards in times of drought. Now one can show examples of the amount of water stored in the soil from ground level down to about 3 ft. on differing sites at the same date. Each site will show different percentages of of moisture, which are stored at this particular time. Cowbit Wash is a good example of a silt soil where some water is retained in the upper part but is much more saturated at, say, 2 feet deep. Another situation is where you have far too much water stored in the upper part of soil and then you would not be able to get a satisfactory turf. Now in a year, one can add up the quantities of rainfall on any particular site and you can account for all those other quantities that I mentioned, seepage, drainage, storage and you can build up a picture of a normal site, a wet site and a droughty site. A very typical situation is where a large quantity of water is removed from drainage during the winter and in summer all that stored water is given up and helps to keep the plants going without artificial watering.

A word on water supply. Some people go to great lengths. I mean the Moors built canals to keep themselves going. There are easier ways these days, pop-up water systems where one simply presses a button and the water comes. Now we are modifying water on the surface of the ground to make up a deficit as opposed to draining. I would like to draw your attention to a new piece of equipment which is now available on the market. A moving
The cost cutter

The TORO 70" professional
power-driven gang mower. For tees, aprons and bunkers.

The Toro 70" is a professional machine. For those who expect professional results.
- One man riding the Toro 70" can do the work of four with pedestrian machines - to free them for other work.
- Three 25" power driven cutters.
- Low centre of gravity for stability on slopes.
- Low pressure tyres for perfect traction in wet conditions - without marking.
- Good power/weight ratio for negotiating slopes and tackling dense sward.
- Powerful 6½ h.p. cast iron cylinder 4-stroke engine.
- Single rear wheel steering for maximum manoeuvrability.
- Optional grass boxes for collection on tees and aprons.

For further details get in touch with
TORO (UK)
SALES & SERVICE
a division of Flymo Ltd.
Greycaime Road, Watford,
WD2 4PT (Watford 41301)
Sole distributors for Toro in U.K. and Channel Islands.
boom machine covering a width of 400 ft. could water two fairways in a day with only one hour's work on the part of the groundsman. It travels up the middle of the fairway at night when, presumably, golfers are not so active as in the day, following an underground wire which is very easily installed.

**Question Time**

Q. You spoke of the selected sands which you used in the slits. What are the gradations that you recommend?

A. The gradations that we recommend don't, in fact, fit in with any of the existing types of zone, because we are primarily interested in one quality only, which the zone sands are not, in themselves, meant to fulfil.

We are interested in the hydraulic conductivity of the material, and we have found a wide range of sands which fulfil these conditions. We do have a measurement, in fact, which determines and gives each sand a figure. You can take a zone 2 or zone 4 sand, and they don't always have this high hydraulic conductivity, whereas a finer sand might have. Therefore, the people who have been doing this generally carry out a test with any sand with which they are unfamiliar, in order to make sure that they do get the right figure. What you are trying to achieve, in fact, under conditions in Britain, is certain minimum rates of water removal through the sand, and based on a 2 ft. spacing between sand slits which would be 5/8" wide. We would say a good sand should be capable of taking between 5 and 15 inches of water off the surface of the ground per day. So we allow for the width of a sand slit and an interval between the slits to achieve that, and we finish up with a figure for the hydraulic conductivity of the sand, which is equivalent to that 5—15 inches. There are plenty of situations on the other hand, particularly where you are draining to a free draining layer, or to a naturally free-draining soil, where you have bad soil on top and the water can't get through. But with the moderately good soil underneath here a lower figure for conductivity is acceptable. It would be in the region of 2—5 inches per day and that is a lot of rain. We do not often get even 2" a day, and that is a design figure. As Engineers we specify for a course, particularly on a fairway, even more so on the greens, and we work to that by doing this test on the sand. I am afraid I cannot give it to you in fraction sizes, because there is an infinite number of combinations.

Q. Are most of those Loess sands?

A. Well, loess sand is particularly good because loess sand for the benefit of anybody who hasn't come across it, is a wind blown sand which is such as you would find round Thetford, the nearest place to here, but there are plenty of other deposits in Britain. A wind blown sand sorts itself out because the bigger particles go a short way and the smaller particles can go up to 150 miles. Therefore, we find a big zone with single small range particle sizes, and that is rather good. But it is not the only type you can use; a clean silt loam would do very well.

Q. How long can we expect a 5" wide slit filled with your sand to remain intact and not contaminated?

A. There is no evidence we have so far that this sand slit does in fact get any encroachment or illuviation from soil, but I would not rule it out as a possibility. A number of grounds one would perhaps sand slit 4 ft. apart and achieve a big measure of impro-

Continued on page 17
Emphasis on service and stores' activities is planned with the creation of Toro (London) Sales & Service to assist golf clubs and local authorities in London and the Home Counties solve their grasscutting problems.

The organisation has been created within Toro (U.K.) Sales & Service, a new division of Flymo Limited.

It will retail, service and repair the comprehensive range of high work-rate Toro grasscutting equipment now available in the United Kingdom.

A strong management team mainly recruited from within the Watford-based Toro (London) operation. These moves have been supported by expansion of workshop and servicing staff and facilities.

Announcing the new structure, Mr. B. C. Jennings, General Manager of Toro (U.K.) Sales & Service said there will also be continued development of the previous policy of appointing carefully-selected service dealers for field service and repair work further to complement the Watford-based operation.

John Andrew becomes Service Manager of the new London organisation, with David Berrow as Stores Controller. Tony Snaith continues as Field Service Supervisor, John Holding is appointed Sales Administration Officer, and Tim Pain becomes Service Administration Officer.

Hugh MacGillivray, former Course Manager of Rowlands Castle Golf
Club, has been appointed Turf Care Specialist following the departure of Ivan Brown on an overseas' appointment.

In recently announcing their change of Company title, CHIPMAN LIMITED referred to their diversification into Turf Management products and Contract activities.

They now confirm that following successful negotiations with Cambridge Soil Services Ltd., they will be featuring in their Turf Drainage Services the Cambridge Triple Sand Injection machine which recently secured the Gold Medal "Best Introduction of the Year" award at Mote-Pur Park. These machines will be exclusively available to CHIPMAN for use on Government and Local Authority Contracts, also for deployment by both them and Cambridge Soil Services Ltd., on Golf Courses and private Sports Grounds.

The contract service CHIPMAN intend offering will incorporate a full range of turf maintenance activities aided by experienced technical representation, the latest recommendations relative to the nutritional requirements of turf and the more recent discoveries arising from the scientific analysis of soils. These will include the application of herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, wormkillers, fertilisers, lawn sand and top dressings, the undertaking of hollow tining and scarifying, and the carrying out of surface and sub-surface drainage on established turf.

The 29th International Groundsmen's Exhibition for 1974 will be moved forward by one week. The three-day Show, which attracted just on 40,000 visitors in 1973, will now run from September 10th to 12th, 1974. In order to cater for the larger attendance expected there is a possibility that the opening hours will be extended.

---

So why not use an ATCO 20" H.D. model and have two professionals on the job!

This is the latest Atco Heavy Duty model and when you have cast your professional eye over it we believe that you will agree with us that it is professionally made for professional users like yourself.

And here are a few reasons why —

**Rugged power**
From a 'long life' 5 h.p. 4-stroke engine.

**Superb manoeuvrability**
Large diameter two-piece metal roller with differential-action ratchet.

**Excellent cutting ability**
From six robust cutting blades and sturdy bottom blade.

**Cutter release**
For transportation purposes with cutters stationary.

**Finally — Sound investment**
Offered at a realistic price which makes this Atco a real value for money purchase.

So why not ask your nearest Atco distributor for a demonstration by ringing or writing to the address below. One can be arranged without obligation.

---

Charles H. Pugh Limited, Atco Works, Tilton Road
Birmingham B9 4PR. Phone 021-772-2524, 2551, 3892

---
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THE GREAT LINKS

John Campbell, Links Supervisor at St. Andrews uses Mommersteega seeds to maintain his famous golf courses
ovement but one could have a second go-through at 2 ft. apart. This isn't because we have experienced failures or evidence of encroachment. I would, in fact, say the opposite is the case. We cannot find any evidence of encroachment. The 5/8" width is tremendously tolerant of what is actually needed. We are letting through vastly greater quantities of water than are actually needed to be passed, and there is no evidence of soil encroachment, physical movement in, or alluviation, which is washing in by water.

Q. We find that when we make slit trenches in the United States any cultivation of the soil, or covering over the slit trench itself with dirt, actually seals off the sand layer, or the pea gravel layers that we use predominantly, and this makes the slit itself useless in a short period of time. Do you find that true?

A. Yes, it is absolutely true. As little as 1/4" or an 1/8" of the wrong sort of soil—it often comes in with turf or some sort of traffic which has moved over the ground—can be enough to seal it. But there is no need to have any soil on top of the sand slit because the mechanism is that the turf grows into the sand and bridges over the top in a matter of weeks, you won't see the band and there is no need to add soil or do anything—it is damaging, and not necessary.

Q. Dr. Ede, Have you done any research into the long-term effectiveness of PVC drains as opposed to tile drains? I'm thinking particularly of the silting up of the small slits in the PVC drains and to combat that I have always used porous fill above PVC drains.

A. The answer to the first part of the question—yes, I have done research. We did have PVC drains introduced to the country which passed various tests we set up in relation to field trials. We specified a formula for these PVC drains that means they do not require any special treatment, because the widths of the slits and the size of the perforations of PVC drains, and this is unique to a factory product, are built into the product before they leave the works, and there is a British Standard now emerging from the provisional standard which we had six years ago. You need a surround of gravel or clinker on drains but not for the reason which you put forward. It is to do with the particular soil profile that you are working in, and there are at least three, or possibly more, different situations where you need it. One is to prevent hydraulic resistance in the soil near the drains so you keep soil further back.

The second one is to act as a filter, which is a different matter in fine sandy soils where you need a surround to keep the sand from flowing towards the drain. The third, and by far the most common one, is to put a band of permeable material above the drain and extending up as far as needed. I cannot tell you more than that but it is anywhere from ground level to say 10 or 12 inches below so that you provide a path for the water that cannot be destroyed. That path has to connect with something, it may be connecting with more permeable top-soil, it may be connecting with an ash or clinker blanket, or it may be connecting with a periodic operation on your part by means of an aeration tool which achieves temporary con-
Cut grass and capital outlay with Ransomes new Leasing Plan

How often have you encountered the age-old problem? Not enough of the ‘ready’ when it's most needed. You see grass machinery which you know will cut your costs and labour times . . . yet absence of available capital prevents you investing in it.

Ransomes Leasing Plan solves your problem. Obviously you still have to pay . . . but you pay as you save . . . and this easily operated system enables you to get to grips with annual cost-effectiveness and work study analysis. In short . . . it is the simple method for you to get what you want earlier; to make sensible savings sooner!

RANSOMES LEASING

Please send full details of Ransomes Leasing Plan.
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Address

Ransomes Leasing Co. Ltd.,
Nacton Road, Ipswich, IP3 9QG
ductivity for water through the upper layers, but it must be there to conduct water down from whatever layer in which you have got the water available and freely moving, even if you have to make that layer yourself.

Q. Dr. Ede, What is the most common type of tile being used in Britain right now? Is it still the clay tile?

A. The position on Sports fields, I was saying, is that it is about 50/50 in the usage. That is between PVC of either the corrugated type that is coilable, or the more rigid type which is straight tube. About 50/50 with tile drains. A good drain makes no difference, as long as the design is correct, whether it is one or the other. There are a few situations where you have to choose between one or the other for special reasons, but in general, it makes no difference. Over the country as a whole, it is doubtful whether the PVC market has penetrated further than 15% but in certain areas, for instance in Scotland, where it is obviously not very convenient carting tiles over difficult ground, the penetration is over 50% and there is no difference in the effectiveness when properly used.

Q. Do you think there is any future in wetting agents for improving hydraulic conductivity?

A. I do not think a wetting agent, straight, is going to be of consequence but there are various admixtures, more of the physical type. It is a physical, biological activity to improve soil conductivity. It is not just the stuff you put in but the fact that the root growth is improved, worms become more active and they help conductivity. Other biological actions come into play often as a result of an admixture. We are testing quite a number of different substances in addition to purely physical compositions of profile, so that you make up a soil or a profile to your own specification on an engineering basis.

Q. Thinking of sand slits in a putting surface, will it not affect the texture and growth on the putting surface during periods of perhaps, dry weather. Will these slits be more obvious than at other times?

A. To deal with the dry weather aspect first, once the turf has grown across the sand and it only has to go in a matter of 1/4” so it isn’t a very big bridging it has to do, we generally get a stronger growth of turf, perceptible to the eye rather than to the lawnmower along that line. The reason is that the turf there has got deeper roots than in the soil on either side. Therefore, once that turf is established on the sand slit it does not become more droughty, for instance, than the turf either side because of the deeper rooted system.

Secondly, the sand slitting equipment that is available; it works on a vibrating basis in the main, has different widths of blade that you can use, and the compromise that one always has to make is between achieving a whacking great slit and a very narrow one, but one generally tends to err on the larger side to be safe. In fact, in the case of a putting green you want an extremely narrow slit, in order to get minimum soil disturbance. Each sand-slitting blade has a spring-loaded roller, which presses down the immediate disturbance it caused. You might in the case of a putting green have to do some remedial
Milton Keynes District Council

HEAD GREENKEEPER
Crown Hill Golf Course
Salary on Scale £1926 — £2535 p.a.

Applications are invited for the position of Head Greenkeeper at Crown Hill Golf Course which is at present under construction in the new city of Milton Keynes and will be opening in 1975. This is an 18 hole, 6650 yard course including a practice area, putting green, and possibly other facilities in the future. The successful applicant will be involved in the initial construction and maintenance and will eventually be responsible, with his staff, for the maintenance and upkeep of all grass areas, the automatic watering system, plant and equipment.

Housing accommodation will be made available. Application forms are obtainable by telephoning or writing to:—— THE CHIEF PERSONNEL OFFICER, MILTON KEYNES DISTRICT COUNCIL, P.O. BOX 103, BLETCHLEY, MILTON KEYNES, MK3 6HQ. (Telephone Milton Keynes 72755, ext. 66).
Closing date 1st February, 1974.
E. C. RAY
Chief Executive Officer

RELF & KENDALL
OF CROYDON AND BARNET

With pleasure announce that they hold the greatest concentration of lawn mower spares and lawn mower engine spares in the country

ENORMOUS STOCKS OF RANSOMES SPARE PARTS
Also ASPERA, B.S.A., BRIGGS & STRATTON, DENNIS, J.A.P., ROTAX, VICTA, VILLIERS

Service Exchange items such as CUTTING CYLINDERS — MAGNETOS
OUR FLEET OF VANS IS OCCUPIED DAILY IN MAINTAINING OUR EXPRESS SPARE DELIVERY SERVICE

Telephone your immediate requirements to

We stock a comprehensive range of domestic and professional machinery. Ask for a demonstration on YOUR ground

The British Golf Greenkeeper